
CHAPTER ONE
Birth of the Clerics

Ronpiru Delumere stared at the gash joining
Venadok Mortokmar’s groin to his throat.  The
High Mage lay face up on a table with his insides
exposed.  Blood-stained bone peaked from behind
pulsating flesh.  Ronpiru stepped closer and peered
at his dead Master’s face.

Venadok’s eyes glistened.  The dying Mage’s lips
quivered and a moan seeped out but was cut short
as a pool of blood filled his mouth.

Ronpiru turned away and fought the surge of bile
rising in his throat.

An explosion pierced the air outside of the tent
followed by a shriek so loud his ears rang.

He froze.
Distant screams drifted to his ears and the earth

shifted beneath his feet.
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Ronpiru rushed outside.

#

Ronpiru watched hundreds of his fellow Mages
fleeing and dodging smoldering rocks raining down
around them.  What is going on?

As if in answer to his thoughts, the ground
thundered and cracks opened up in every direction.
The snow covered grass shifted left and right and
undulated to the beat of a booming drum played by
some gigantic being.

“Ron!”
Ronpiru searched for the person calling his name.

He was lost in an ocean of cries and fleeing bodies.
Everything was happening so fast, he was not sure
what to do or where to go.

“Ron, you fool, you must run!”  A bony grip
squeezed his arm and yanked him along.  Ronpiru
did not fight.  He ran.

“Who—or what are we running from?  What is
going on?”  Ron wanted to ask more, but he was
out of breath.  A few seconds passed, yet no answer
came.  “Hold on a minute—stop!”  Ronpiru halted
and spun the person around to face him, “Venadok
is dead!”

 Mab Desolara’s eyes narrowed and he looked
down his nose at Ronpiru.  Thin lips surrounded by
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down his nose at Ronpiru.  Thin lips surrounded by

a trimmed, dark-brown goatee curled into a smirk.
“I  knew one day you would knife him with your
own two hands!”

Ronpiru sighed, “Enough, Mab,” he shielded his
face as a blast of wind seared the pair.  “I  did not
kill him.  I  found him just a few moments ago.”

Mab raised an eyebrow and started off again, but
Ronpiru yanked him back by his robes.  “Come on,
we need to figure out who did this.  Where is
Ranok?  He must be told before he discovers his
father’s body for himself.”

Mab sighed and grasped Ronpiru’s arm, “If
Venadok is dead, then there is nothing we can do
for him now.  We must go!”

Ronpiru resisted him.
“Do you want to die?  We must flee the

se lements!”  Mab’s gaze darted every which way
as if looking for an assailant.

“Why?  What in the name of the Beyond are we
running from?”

Mab’s eyes widened, “Are you so blind?”  He
grabbed the back of Ronpiru’s head and thrust his
face eastward.  “Look!”

The snow-covered, obsidian Northern Peaks
scraped at the sky and loomed over the land.  A
swirl of white clouds encircled the top of the
mountains.  A dark shadow lurked beyond the
white haze and the surrounding mists churned
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white haze and the surrounding mists churned

faster and faster.  A shapeless form pulsed and then
exploded in a barrage of flames.  The clouds blew
away and Ronpiru saw why the Mages and other
peoples of Danuk were trying to escape.

“By the Beyond!”  Ronpiru beheld a reptilian
beast covered in red and orange feathers as large as
the mountains themselves.

Mab released his grip on Ronpiru.  “What is to
become of us Aemphalis now?  Man or Mage, none
have the might to stand up to this creature.”

As they stared, the beast leapt into the air and its
feathers ignited, filling the entire sky with flames.

#

A tear balanced on the corner of Ronpiru’s eye as
he scanned the landscape.  Everywhere he looked,
the snow had been melted and the dead grasses
beneath drowned in flames.  As the Phoenix
swooped over the burning land, it flapped its wings
and spread the fire to their tents.  The meager
dwellings shot high into the air as volatile chemicals
mixed and ignited.  The flaming tents rained down
and black  talons swept the burning fields crushing
any living thing they grasped.  Fiery jaws swept
down periodically and snapped up burnt wailing
people and animals by the hundreds.

Ronpiru cringed and turned to Mab, “We must
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Ronpiru cringed and turned to Mab, “We must

find Ranok.  He must be protected if our way of life
is to continue!”

Mab grabbed his arm and dragged him to one of
the few remaining tents.  “No, we must get
underground.  The tunnels beneath the se lements
are our only hope of survival!”

They found a hole in the ground where people
were already fleeing down the earthen steps.
Ronpiru and Mab descended and were quickly
followed by another group.  The earth shuddered
around them and the winter air had grown
unnaturally warm.  They followed a series of wall
torches down several tunnels keeping close to the
groups ahead of them.

Ronpiru wrinkled his nose as the smells of singed
flesh mixed with wet earth.  His stomach churned
and he hoped that this group ahead of him and
Mab knew where they were going.

“We are here,” said Mab.
They entered a well lit cavern.  The space was so

large that Ronpiru figured at least a few hundred
people were inside.  Mages and non-magic users
alike were huddled together speaking in hushed
voices and weeping softy.

The earth thundered overhead and streams of
dirt fell upon their heads.  Ronpiru’s gaze came
upon a man wearing black Mage’s robes standing
taller than anyone else around.  His back was to
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taller than anyone else around.  His back was to

Ronpiru and Mab, and he was engaged in
conversation with three other Mages whom
Ronpiru recognized as Orusho Umera, the former
High Mage’s Seer, Magon Devrakmor and
Drekmir Grulich.  Their speech was hurried and
too low for anyone to make out.

Ronpiru and Mab approached the four Mages.
Mab tapped the tall one on the shoulder, “Ranok,
your father is dead.”

Ronpiru’s eyes grew wide and he wished Mab
had let him convey the grim news.  He would have
been more tactful, more sensitive, more—

“I am already aware,” Ranok replied without
even turning around.

A Mage with black robes that faded down into
midnight blue turned to Ronpiru and Mab, “Ranok
has already taken the oath.  Venadok’s rule is no
more.”

Ronpiru’s face grew hot.  “Magon, how can you
have given him the oath without Mab and me
present?”

Magon stepped up to Ronpiru so that their faces
were inches apart.  “Sho made the decision to
proceed.  For all we knew, you were dead.  Our
people need leadership.  Waiting would have
caused instability and—”

“You have broken one of our most important
traditions, Magon, you—”
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“Surely you are not arguing against a decision
made by the Seer of the High Mage?”

A few silent seconds passed.
Mab raised an eyebrow.
Ronpiru glared at Orusho and sighed, “Fine,

what is done is done.  Now, what are we going to
do about the Phoenix?”

Ranok turned and met Ronpiru’s gaze, “We are
going to kill it.  Once it makes its pass over the
lands of Aemphalis and fills its belly, it will go back
underground and rest.  We will find it and slay it
while it sleeps.”

Ronpiru scoffed, “Just who did you find crazy
enough to go on this mission that will most
certainly end in death?”

“Sho, myself and you.  Do you know how to slay
a dragon bathed in fire?”

Ronpiru swallowed hard.  He most certainly did
not.

#

The next evening, Ronpiru, Ranok and Orusho
waited a few hours after the phoenix had returned
to the Northern Peaks before they left to find its
nest.  They headed east across scorched grass and
steaming rocks and came to the foot of the crater.
Ronpiru gazed up at the jagged black walls.  A
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Ronpiru gazed up at the jagged black walls.  A

rumble sounded and a few stones tumbled down
and fell at their feet.  “Ranok, this structure is
unstable.  Are you sure we can climb this safely?”

Orusho frowned, “Ron’s right.  This climb is a
terrible idea.  Maybe we can take the underground
tunnels?”

Ranok ground his back teeth, drew back his hood
and sighed, “Is this how you advised my father,
Sho, with cowardice?”  He then turned to Ronpiru
and frowned, “Put your fear aside and focus on the
task at hand.”  With those words, Ranok planted
his hands on the wall of the crater and pulled
himself up onto a nearby ledge.  “Come on you
two!”

Ronpiru and Orusho exchanged a look and then
ascended after the High Mage.

#

Hours later the three Mages had successfully
climbed over the razor sharp wall and had begun
descending into the pitch black crater.  They moved
purposefully, strategically placing their hands and
feet in holes and cracks.

As they sank lower and lower into the blackness,
the light of the stars and moon faded and the dark
swallowed them up.  Orusho u ered a few words
and a glowing ball of blue and white light no bigger
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and a glowing ball of blue and white light no bigger

than his palm appeared.  I t hovered in the air and
emi ed a soft hum.  Orusho continued his descent
and the ball of light followed.

When the three reached the bo om, cold winds
swept around the vast cavern and whipped their
cheeks.  Ronpiru wrapped his cloak around him
even tighter and shivered, “We need to hurry or we
will freeze to death!”  They rushed through a maze
of caverns and passageways illuminated by
Orusho’s ball of light.  They encountered nothing
as the hours passed save for animal skeletons and
blotches of cave mold hugging the grimy walls.

“This is ridiculous!  We are ge ing no where.  We
could spend a lifetime in these caverns and never
find this creature’s nest.”

Orusho stroked his goatee as he considered
Ronpiru’s words.  “Ranok, I  too am not so sure that
coming here was the proper course of action.”

Ranok scoffed and shook his head.  He started off
down another dark passageway leaving Orusho
and Ronpiru behind with the ball of light.

“Wait for the light!”  Ronpiru tore after the High
Mage.  He reached out and grasped Ranok’s
shoulder and then stepped into something squishy.
He plummeted to the ground face first.  His head
was saved from smashing into the rocky cavern
floor by something warm and moist with a
sickeningly sweet odor.  Ronpiru toyed the the
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sickeningly sweet odor.  Ronpiru toyed the the

mass and pulled out what felt like scraggly hairs.
His thumbs plunged into eye-sized holes and his
blood ran cold.  He knew exactly what he was
feeling.  He knew what covered his face and hands.
“By the Beyond,” Ronpiru frantically wiped his
hands on his robes, “Get this off of me!”  Orusho
helped him to his feet and wiped his face.

Ranok eyed Ronpiru up and down in the blue
and white light.  “By the looks of what you have
discovered we are ge ing close.  Hurry up!”

Ronpiru scanned the ground and his face turned
grave.  He had smashed into one of their own.  An
old Mage wearing pieces of burned cloak lay gu ed
and eyeless before their feet.  Ronpiru’s hands flew
to his mouth just in time to prevent a mixture of bile
and his meager breakfast from escaping.

Orusho pa ed Ronpiru on the back.  “Come on.
We have come too far to turn back now.”

They hurried down the tunnel where the eyeless
corpse had greeted them until the rocky and cold
ground became a carpet of squishy bodies, freezing
cold metal armor, weapons, shields and broken
bones.  The macabre flooring grew into a large pile
and they were forced to climb over the fallen people
of Aemphalis.  Burnt flesh and skin tore away
beneath their grips, and they slipped on bloodied
armor and oozing innards.

“They are fresher now; keep climbing!” Ranok
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“They are fresher now; keep climbing!” Ranok

shouted.
Ronpiru regurgitated in his mouth and forced it

back down.  “Will this never end?”
As soon as Ronpiru had spoken, the pile grew so

steep that it was impassable.  Ranok cursed the
cadaverous sculpture of twisted limbs, bloody
clothes and burnt bodies.  “Now I believe we are
truly stuck.  No Phoenix, no nest, nothing…there is
nothing here but these damned souls!”  He ripped a
corpse out of the pile and flung it behind him,
almost knocking into Ronpiru and Orusho.

Orusho looked up towards Ranok and saw that
the pile was now a tower of corpses that stretched
up as far as the eye could see.

“Ranok, let us return.  There is nothing more we
can do.  This…this obstacle is insurmountable even
with our magic,” Ronpiru pleaded.

Orusho brought the light back to them and he
studied Ranok’s face.  The High Mage scowled.
“Ranok, we will find another way to fell the
Phoenix.”

Ranok closed his eyes and appeared not to hear
the words of his Seer.

Orusho shook Ranok by the shoulders and
shouted his name.

“Quiet!  I  am trying to pick up something.”  A
few silent moments passed.  “Can you two not feel
that?”  The High Mage’s eyes popped open and
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that?”  The High Mage’s eyes popped open and

Orusho could see they were blood-shot.  Ranok was
indeed focusing perhaps harder than he should
have been.

“You are expending too much energy.  Come on
let us return.”  Orusho glanced at Ronpiru.

Ronpiru closed his eyes and tried to focus.  In
seconds, he could have sworn he was hearing the
faint but rapid beating of someone’s heart.  “A
heartbeat…what in the name of the Beyond is in
this pile of chaos with us?”

“Dig!”  Ranok shouted as he began grabbing
bodies and dragging them off of the tower.  He
tossed them behind him, almost smacking Orusho
and Ronpiru.  They stepped up next to Ranok and
helped him haul away the fallen as they dug deeper
and drew closer to the owner of the heartbeat.

“Ouch!”  The High Mage drew back his hands as
if he had been burned.  He wiped blood off of his
palms but his wounds kept gushing.

“Give me your hands.”  Orusho waved his hand
over Ranok’s bloodied flesh and mumbled a few
words.  The blood receded back into two punctures
now visible in his flesh.  “Looks like you grabbed
the wrong end of a weapon.”

Ranok smirked and nodded up ahead, “Look
closer.”

Ronpiru stared at the pile of dead bodies before
him but he did not descry anything.  He had no
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him but he did not descry anything.  He had no

idea to what the High Mage was referring.
Orusho shrugged his shoulders, “What am I

looking for?”  He moved the ball of light directly in
front of his face and then suddenly his eyes
widened.  “Is that what I  think it is?”

Ranok smiled.
Ronpiru peered harder and caught sight of what

appeared to be an oval-shaped piece of granite the
size of his entire torso.  I t seemed horribly out of
place in the morbid heap.

“What is that?”
Ronpiru tore ahead, pushing Ranok and Orusho

aside.  He grabbed the rock and yanked as hard as
he could.  Bodies rained onto him and he stumbled
but did not lose his grasp on the rock.

“Ron, stop!”  Orusho started after him but his
foot sank into the open belly of one of the Phoenix’s
victims and he slipped.  While Orusho tried to free
himself, he watched the rock break free and fall
towards Ronpiru.  An array of black spikes shot out
and caught him in the face.  He screamed and
toppled backwards.

Orusho and Ranok tried to catch him, but the
weight of what they now knew was a Phoenix egg
caused him to plummet fast.  They watched
helplessly as Ronpiru rolled down the entire pile of
corpses still hugging the egg.  When he slammed
into the cavern floor, the egg slipped from his grasp
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into the cavern floor, the egg slipped from his grasp

and crashed down onto his face.
“No!”  Orusho threw himself down the pile and

reached the fallen Mage.  He squeezed Ronpiru’s
hand and the pinned Mage let out a bloodcurdling
scream.

“My eye, help!  By the Beyond…my eye!”
Orusho and Ranok lifted the egg barely an inch

into the air.  Their legs strained under the weight of
the Phoenix egg.

“Ranok, use a spell to lift this cursed thing!
Hurry before he loses his eye!”

“If I  let go now it will fall back onto his face you
fool!”

“Just…do…it!”
Ranok released his grip and the egg slipped

down an inch.  Ronpiru thrashed and cried out so
loudly that Ranok thought they would soon be
deaf.  The High Mage spoke a single phrase and
focused his gaze upon the egg.  He raised his palm
and the object rose into the air.  They could now see
that a spike was buried deep in Ronpiru’s eye
socket.  The Phoenix egg floated higher and higher
until the full length of the spike finally came out
along with some of Ronpiru’s bloody flesh and his
right eyeball.  Then as quickly as they had
appeared, the spikes retracted.

Ranok held his hand steady and the egg paused
and levitated.  He focused with all his might to
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and levitated.  He focused with all his might to

prevent it from falling as Orusho tried to stop the
blood from gushing out of Ronpiru’s eye socket.
Orusho raised one finger and started whispering
the only healing spell he knew, but before he could
finish the first word, the blood suddenly dried and
then vanished from Ronpiru’s face.  The still moist
eye socket transitioned from dark red, to peach and
then finally silver.  I t sparkled and twinkled like
any random star in the night sky.

Orusho’s breath caught in his throat, “What
magic is this?”  He looked up at Ranok whose
mouth also stood agape.

“What magic indeed….”

#

By the time the two suns hit their apex the next
day, Ranok, Ronpiru and Orusho had returned to
their charred se lement.  They hurried
underground to a cave that only Ranok’s inner
circle knew about in order to hide the egg from the
rest of the people of the Northern Plains.

Magon, Mab and Drekmir suddenly appeared.
“What did you find, Master?” said Magon as he

folded his hands and smiled in anticipation.
Magon sensed something of great power with
them.

Mab pushed Magon aside and strode forward,
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Mab pushed Magon aside and strode forward,

“Who cares what you found!  Did you kill the
Phoenix?”

Ronpiru shrank from Mab’s gaze and covered his
right eye.

“Did you send that cursed creature back to the
Beyond?”

“No, we did not.  The Phoenix was hidden far
too deep for us to find her, but we discovered this
instead,” Ranok stepped aside and Mab and the
others beheld the Phoenix egg nestled on the
earthen floor.

Mab shook his head, “She will surely destroy us
all now.  Surely—” his words were cut off by the
screeching of the Phoenix overhead.  They looked
up at the dirt ceiling and listened to the thundering
footsteps of the great creature followed by the
liquid rush of its fiery breath.  Screams and cries of
the remaining people echoed down the halls and
filtered into their hidden gro o.

“Give back the egg, Ranok.  I t was foolish to take
it!”

“Quit your sniveling, Ron, I  have a plan!”
Just then, two armed Mages wearing leather

armor instead of black Mage robes interrupted the
meeting.  “Master Mortokmar, the people are
terrified.  They need answers,” said one of them.

The other warrior Mage nodded in agreement.
Ranok sighed and rubbed his forehead.  “I  said I
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Ranok sighed and rubbed his forehead.  “I  said I

have a plan!  You two, get over here!”
They obeyed.
“Everyone, hold out your hands.  I  need to draw

upon your lifeforce.”  Ranok withdrew a knife from
within the folds of his robes.

Everyone obeyed except Orusho and Ronpiru.
Orusho glared at Ranok, “To draw upon another
Mage’s lifeforce to power magic is forbidden
Ranok!”  He stepped away from the others.

Ronpiru also backed away.  “The reason we
channel our own lifeforce is so that our powers
have limits.  This is one of the fundamental laws we
live by; how can you ask us to break it?”

“How dare you ask us to break it!”  Orusho
clenched a fist.

Ranok scoffed.  “Old men, long dead, made those
archaic laws.  Who is to say what limits must be
placed on our powers…if any?”  He approached
Orusho and stood so close that their faces were
inches apart.  “Who are you to refuse me, your
High Mage?”

Ronpiru swallowed hard as he watched Ranok
loom over his Seer.  All of a sudden his right eye
burned and he began seeing shapes instead of
blackness.

Orusho stared at the High Mage.  He never
flinched.  He did not back down.

Ranok sighed and his shoulders relaxed.  “Damn
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Ranok sighed and his shoulders relaxed.  “Damn

it Sho.  This is a one time thing.  I  am trying to
obscure the egg from the Phoenix.  Surely if she
does not sense it here, we will all be safe for a time.
Please just give me your essence,” he glanced at
Ronpiru, “and you too!”

The two Mages conceded to Ranok’s request.
Ranok slashed Orusho’s palm first and his dark

blood poured into the earth.  With a smirk he next
sliced open Ronpiru’s hand, cu ing too deep and
causing him to buckle in pain.  After he had opened
up everyone’s flesh, Ranok made them pour their
blood on top of the Phoenix egg.  Ranok then held
his palm out and chanted something in a gu ural
language punctuated by clicks and moans.  A blood
red aura appeared and enveloped the egg and an
invisible wave rippled through the shell.  Ranok
lowered his hand and stopped chanting.  “There, it
is done.  The bond between mother and child has
been obscured.”

The Phoenix suddenly screeched at a pitch so
high that their ears rang.  A crash sounded
overhead and shook the ground so violently that
chunks of earth fell upon their heads.  When the
rain of dirt stopped, silence filled the hidden cave.

“Go tell our people that they will soon be safe.  I
am going out to meet the Phoenix.”

The two warrior Mages left through one tunnel
while Ranok exited through the other.
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“Ranok, wait this is suicide!”  Ronpiru bolted
after him and the others followed.

#

Ranok stood in a charred field, now li ered with
black sand and tiny sparkles of glass courtesy of the
fiery dragon’s impossibly hot breath.  He glanced
back to see his inner circle of advisers beckoning
him to return and the rest of his people trembling at
the sight of the smoldering beast crawling towards
their High Mage.

Ranok looked ahead at the Phoenix.  The back of
its neck, body and wings were covered in orange
and white feathers that pulsed with its own beating
heart.  The creature stopped a few yards in front of
Ranok, sat upright and fixed its solid black eyes on
the lone Mage.

Ranok raised his voice, “If you keep on this
bloody warpath, you will never see your child born.
I  know you understand me, beast, you have
speech.”

The Phoenix craned its neck upwards and it
shrieked into the clouds.  I ts body ignited and the
flames pulsed and raged, growing bigger and
bigger, threatening to engulf Ranok.

“I will destroy your child, your only hope of
continuing on in this world.  I  command you to
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continuing on in this world.  I  command you to

cease these a acks.  Are you listening?  I  know you
understand me!”

The avian dragon quieted and the flames once
again died down to a low smolder.  “I  do hear
you…two-legger,” it spoke in between smoky
breaths.  “Now is the time for my sleep.  When I
awaken, if my offspring is not returned, I  will turn
this and every other land in this world to ash.”

The High Mage listened to the soothing alto
voice of the Phoenix.  I t felt as if warm honey was
being poured in one ear and flowing out of the
other.  The euphoria of the experience almost
knocked him to his knees.

“How long will you rest?”
The Phoenix unfolded its wings and flapped

them once.  I t rose a few feet into the air and its
feathers ignited.  “One thousand of your years.  Do
not betray your words, deal-maker.”  With that, the
beast exploded in flames, flew back to the distant
peaks and descended into the crater leaving the
High Mage of Danuk unscathed.

#

“Here he comes!”  Magon ran to Ranok as he
made his way back.  When Magon reached the
High Mage, he hugged him and Ranok shoved him
aside.  Magon ignored the slight and followed
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aside.  Magon ignored the slight and followed

closely behind his leader and they joined the others.
“What did you do?  What did you say to make the
Phoenix leave us in peace?”

The High Mage of Danuk pursed his lips
together and paused for a moment.  “Tell our
people that we have been saved.  I  have spared
them from a fiery death by driving away that
beast.”

Magon nodded and rushed off to spread the
news.

Orusho, Mab, Ronpiru and the other Mages of
his inner circle surrounded him and stared, mouths
agape.

“How did you accomplish this?” Orusho asked.
“Nevermind the details!  Suffice to say we have

been spared.  The egg must remain hidden in the
cave.  Tell no one of its location.  Should the power
of the Phoenix fall into the wrong hands, it would
be our undoing.”

They all nodded in agreement.
“What will you do with the egg now?  Is it

collateral?  Are we keeping it to prevent the
Phoenix from ending us?”  Mab twisted his hands
around his staff and raised an eyebrow at the High
Mage.

“We have one thousand years until we must
return it.  I f we do not, then she will burn the
world.  This gives us plenty of time to study it to
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world.  This gives us plenty of time to study it to

learn and understand its power.  In fact Ranok’s
voice grew to a whisper and he seemed to now be
talking to himself.  “It may even be a new source of
power to draw energy for our spells.”

Orusho and Ronpiru’s eyes grew wide and they
suddenly understood where this road could
possibly lead.  Unchecked magic usage, no limits,
no consequences…

“Hail!”
“Hail, Ranok Mortokmar, the Savior of Danuk!”
The Mages of the inner circle were startled out of

their ruminations by a series of chants and
accolades all praising the High Mage Ranok.  A
crowd of Mages and non magic-users came forward
and knelt at Ranok’s feet.  More people followed
and bowed before the High Mage until a ripple of
standing figures all kneeling in sequence raced
through the crowd.  In minutes, all of the people of
the Northern Plains were on bended knee
venerating Ranok.

#

Days after the deal had been struck with the
Phoenix, the people of the Northern Plains were
busy trying to rebuild the se lements that had been
destroyed.  People hauled basket after basket of
cloth from their underground stores and began
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cloth from their underground stores and began

sewing new tents for the displaced survivors.  The
two warrior Mages J inson Ryoku and Asa
Hamuribaba were tasked with the disposal of the
dead.  They organized groups to gather the charred
and dismembered bodies and sort them—Mages on
one side and non-magic users on the other.  The
non-magic users were descendants of the Etarian
Clan from the Tribe of Spirit on Mospeldon, the
continent north of Aemphalis.  Their funeral rites
differed from those of the Mages.  J inson and Asa
wanted to respect those differences.  They also
wanted to give families a chance, however slim, to
identify whomever they could.

Asa scanned the two growing sides of the fallen.
His gaze lingered over the children and infants
whom seemed to outnumber the adults.  He
wondered if they would ever recover from this loss.

#

Ronpiru, Mab and Orusho oversaw the cleanup
of destroyed homes and belongings.  They helped
cart away dead livestock and sort through personal
belongings that could be salvaged.  Black sparkling
sand permeated every piece of cloth, page of a
book, everything they found and Ronpiru
wondered if it was worth saving anything.  “Maybe
we should just toss everything, start fresh,” Orusho
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we should just toss everything, start fresh,” Orusho

eyed Ronpiru as he spoke.  “I  mean, why do we not
just finish what the Phoenix started and kill the
past?”  Ronpiru whipped a handful of burnt books
onto the scorched earth and kicked them aside.

Orusho put down the basket he was filling with
clothing scraps and shoes and went to him.  “I
know this is difficult, but we must not cast off old
ways, nor must we forget who we were before this
catastrophe.”  He watched as Ronpiru’s now silver
right eye rolled in its socket.

Ronpiru averted his eyes.  Why couldn’t he
control that silver orb?  It seemed to have a mind of
its own.

Orusho smiled, “It really is not so bad.  Silver
looks good on you!”

They laughed.
Magon appeared next to the pair.  Mab noticed

his arrival and he stopped sorting and listened.
“The High Mage has commanded all to a end a

ceremony where his leadership will be officially
announced and our future plans laid out.  People
are growing restless,” Magon looked down his nose
at a group of women sorting junk from usuable
goods, “even with their endless busy work.”

Orusho nodded.
Mab smirked and rubbed his goatee.
“Where, at the gathering circle?”
“Yes,” Magon nodded then took his leave of the
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“Yes,” Magon nodded then took his leave of the

trio.
Ronpiru watched Magon walk away, “Well that

is good news.  We need direction and reassurance.”
Mab scoffed, “Do not be so excited.  Things are

changing, Ron, and not for the be er.  I  am
surprised you cannot see it.  Come look at this.”
Mab led the two Mages over to where he had been
working.  “Look at that group of women.  Look at
what they are sewing!”

Ronpiru and Orusho noticed the women were
working with purple fabric and had already made
several hoods and full sets of Mages robes.

“New clothes,” Orusho furrowed his brow, “But
why?”

“I have not seen this color since we left
Mospeldon.  I t is the color of the Mortokmar Clan
from the Tribe of Spirit, Ranok’s family.  But—”

“I said no, Ranok!” a woman’s shouts interrupted
Ronpiru.

The three Mages searched for the source of the
commotion and saw Ranok and his wife arguing
outside of the late High Mage Venadok’s tent.  She
ripped a small, bundled child from his arms,
screamed more words at Ranok’s face, and then
fled.  They watched his wife and child disappear
behind many rows of black tents as Ranok’s face
twisted into a scowl.  The High Mage suddenly
noticed that he was under examination.  He glared
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noticed that he was under examination.  He glared

at them and then hurried off in the direction of the
gathering circle.

#

Thousands of Mages and Etarian Clan
descendents stood in a large dirt circle surrounded
by numerous piles of debris li ering the scorched
grasses.  They mumbled to themselves and each
other as they waited for their leader to speak.

A frigid winter wind bit Ronpiru’s cheeks and he
wrapped his cloak tighter around his lanky frame.
He gazed up at the gray clouds hanging above
them and wondered how much smoke and ash
could fill them before they dumped a sullied snow
over the Northern Plains.  He watched Orusho
stroke his long goatee and noticed steam rising
from his forehead despite the chilly air.  He
wondered how long his friend could hold his
composure before releasing his thoughts on the
group.  He saw Mab gripping the top of his staff so
tightly that his knuckles were white and his jaw
clenched.  Mab’s gaze darted over the crowd and
then rested on Ronpiru.  Mab’s upper lip curled
and he shook his head.

“Se le down now, your Master is here!”  Magon
stepped aside just as the High Mage materialized
behind him.  Loud gasps rippled through the
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behind him.  Loud gasps rippled through the

crowd.  The High Mage ascended to the top of the
platform and stretched out his arms as if to embrace
everyone.  “My friends,” the words made Orusho
shudder, “We have all been through the worst
terror imaginable.  Our way of life has been
threatened.  Our friends and family have been
slaughtered.  Our livestock, crops and food stores
have been obliterated.  I  have the solution to these
problems.  I  have the answer to ease your minds!”

Mab chuckled to himself.
Ronpiru watched his fellow Mages and looked

on with hope and the non-magic users, for the most
part looked skeptical.

“Our way of life is now transitioning into one
worthy of our natures, one that will carry us into
this new Age of the Phoenix.  No longer will you
need your family and friends,” Ranok placed his
hands over his heart as a few gasps reached his
ears, “I  will be your family, your friend, your
comfort from now on.  No longer will you need
livestock, crops or even food.  I  will be all the
sustenance you require.”

Orusho raised as eyebrow, “What in the name of
the Beyond is he talking about?”

“Through the power of the Phoenix, we Mages
are now made be er.  No longer are we to use our
own lifeforce as the energy source to power our
spells.  That practice is now forbidden and
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spells.  That practice is now forbidden and

punishable…by death.”
Shouts and cries blasted the air and Magon

silenced them with a wave of his hand then turned
his a ention back to Ranok.

“The new source of our power will be the essence
of the Phoenix egg which I  have already begun
extracting.  I  have already started infusing it into
my body.  I  am already made more powerful.  You
will draw your power from me, from the Phoenix!”

Ronpiru’s silver orb burned.  “Limitless power
for spells?”

“He is mad!”  Orusho glared at the High Mage.
Ranok continued, “All of your veneration belongs

to the Phoenix and to myself.  We are your new
divine beings.  You owe us your allegiance, your
very lives.  Through us you will live forever!”

Cheers erupted from the crowd.
“Hail Ranok!”
“Hail the family of Mortokmar!”
“The savior of the Northern Mages!
“Ranok the Savior!”
“Hail”
Ranok scanned every face in the crowd.

Ronpiru, Mab and Orusho watched a smile appear
on his lips.

“We are no longer the Mages of old.  We are now
Clerics!”  With those words Magon and Drekmir
began handing out purple robes and cloaks to
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began handing out purple robes and cloaks to

everyone present.
“Destroy your old garb and proudly don your

new Cleric robes!  These clothes with this bold
color—not used by any other in Aemphalis—will
show this land our strength and our power.  As
your new High Cleric, I  will lead you proudly into
this new age.  We will prosper.  We will triumph
over our enemies!”

Orusho jerked his head back as if someone had
just slapped him, “Enemies?  Who is he talking
about?

“The Men of the East are not our friends.  I t has
been eighty-four years since they came from
Outland and landed on our continent.  They did
nothing but war with their homeland, Palmatia for
the first fifty years and prosper off of land that
should have been ours.  My next decree, therefore,
is that further contact with the other lands—Borna,
the Gardens or the Plains—is forbidden.  Breaking
this is also punishable by death!”

Silence this time.  No cries, shouts, not even a
whisper.

“There will also no longer be pilgrimages to Om
to hone our skills to become Masters of our chosen
magical arts.  You will receive all of your training
here.  I f the Monks of Om learn of our new power
source, they will kill us and take it!”  Ranok
motioned for Magon and Drekmir to return to his
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motioned for Magon and Drekmir to return to his

side.  Once they did, all three Clerics raised their
hands and a great storm formed above their heads.
Thunder exploded, lightening crackled and rain
fell.  The storm clouds sailed over their destroyed
se lement and suddenly row after row of black
tents appeared.  They were all connected by a
winding dirt path where every few feet an onyx
statue of Ranok loomed.

Ronpiru, Mab and Orusho could not believe
what they were seeing.  Hundreds of thousands of
tents of all sizes now surrounded them.  A new city
had been created over the ashes.

Ranok gestured towards the new se lement,
“Welcome to the Dragon Camps, your new home,”
the crowd cheered, “The time of limits and
ignorance is over.  A new age for our people has
begun!”

The High Cleric of Danuk covered his face with
his new purple hood.  This was the last time anyone
would ever see the face of Ranok Mortokmar.


